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Abstract

Morin (3,5,7,2′,4′-pentahydroxyflavone; MR) is a bioactive plant polyphenol whose 

therapeutic efficacy is hindered by its poor biopharmaceutical properties. The purpose of this 

study was to develop a nanoparticle (NP) formulation to enhance the bioactivity and oral 

bioavailability of MR. The nanoprecipitation technique was employed to encapsulate MR in 

lipid-cored poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) NPs. The optimal NPs were about 200 nm in 

size with an almost neutral surface charge and a loading efficiency of 82%. The NPs exhibited 

sustained release of MR within 24 h. In vitro antioxidant assays showed that MR encapsulation 

did not affect its antioxidant activity. On the other hand, anti-inflammatory assays in 

lipopolysaccharide-stimulated macrophages revealed a superior anti-inflammatory activity of 

MR NPs compared to free MR. Furthermore, oral administration of MR NPs to mice at a single 

dose of 20 mg/kg MR achieved a 5.6-fold enhancement in bioavailability and a prolongation 
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of plasma half-life from 0.13 to 0.98 h. The results of this study present a promising NP 

formulation for MR which can enhance its oral bioavailability and bioactivity for the treatment 

of different diseases such as inflammation.

Keywords: Anti-inflammatory; Bioavailability; Morin; Nanoencapsulation; PLGA.
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1. Introduction

Plant polyphenols are a group of chemically diverse compounds found in many herbs, 

fruits, and vegetables. These compounds have garnered a great deal of interest over the years 

for their notable anticancer, anti-inflammatory, antidiabetic, cardioprotective, and 

immunomodulatory properties (Abu Khalaf, 2016; Cory et al., 2018). Morin (3,5,7,2′,4′-

pentahydroxyflavone; MR, Figure 1) is one of the most important flavonoids isolated from the 

Moraceae family (Mottaghi and Abbaszadeh, 2021; Thakur et al., 2020). It is freely soluble in 

organic solvents but less soluble in water, with an absolute oral bioavailability of less than 1% 

(Choi et al., 2015; Ikeuchi-Takahashi et al., 2020). The absorption process of poorly water-

soluble drugs is limited by their dissolution, which consequently impacts their oral 

bioavailability. Despite MR’s poor solubility, it has several health benefits such as antioxidant 

(Zhao et al., 2019), anti-inflammatory (Kuzu et al., 2018), anticancer (Hwang‐Bo et al., 2019), 

free radical scavenging (Veerappan et al., 2019), antidiabetic (Razavi et al., 2019), 

antimicrobial (de Farias et al., 2021), and  neuroprotective (Mu et al., 2021) effects.

Polymeric nanoparticles (NPs) have sparked a lot of interest in recent years because of 

their unique properties that can overcome the delivery challenges of poorly soluble drug 

candidates. NPs have the potential for a wide range of applications, including targeted drug 

delivery, controlled release, protection of drug molecules, and improved therapeutic index 

(Crucho and Barros, 2017). Polymeric NPs have been employed as delivery systems for various 

synthetic and natural drugs to improve their effectiveness and bioavailability (Pridgen et al., 

2015). They can be fabricated from different types of polymers, among which poly(lactide-co-

glycolide) (PLGA) is particularly popular (Figure 1). Besides being approved by the US Food 

and Drug Administration (FDA), it is biodegradable, biocompatible, and  may be tailored to 

form various polymeric delivery systems such as NPs, microspheres, and implants (Sur et al., 

2019). 
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Despite its promising therapeutic benefits, there have been only a few reports involving 

the application of nanotechnology-based platforms for the delivery of MR. Examples include 

solid lipid NPs (Ikeuchi-Takahashi et al., 2016; Karamchedu et al., 2020), nanoemulsions 

(Ikeuchi-Takahashi et al., 2020), micelles (Choi et al., 2015), and polymeric NPs based on 

hydroxyethyl starch (Li et al., 2018) and hyaluronic acid-poly(butyl cyanoacrylate) (Abbad et 

al., 2015). One report described the development of PLGA-based NPs for dermal delivery of 

MR as a sunscreen adjuvant with an encapsulation efficiency of 12% (Shetty et al., 2015). 

Another study investigated the interaction between MR-loaded PLGA NPs and human serum 

albumin, with no focus on a particular therapeutic application. Both studies used the emulsion-

solvent evaporation technique to fabricate the NPs, which typically involves significant energy 

input in the form of high frequency ultrasound during NP preparation. On the other hand, the 

nanoprecipitation technique requires minimal energy input as it relies on mixing the water-

miscible organic phase containing the polymer and drug with water at a controlled rate 

(Martínez Rivas et al., 2017). A modification on the classic technique has emerged where an 

oil may be added to the organic phase, and with the aid of hydrophilic and lipophilic surfactants, 

the polymer can precipitate as nanocapsules with a lipophilic core/polymeric shell architecture 

(Martínez Rivas et al., 2017; Masood, 2016; Mora-Huertas et al., 2010). This type of NPs offers 

advantages over conventional matrix-type NPs such as enhanced drug loading in the lipid core 

and improved physical and biological stability because of the presence of a polymer shell. This 

formulation approach has been successfully applied for the encapsulation of plant polyphenols 

such as quercetin (El-Gogary et al., 2014), baicalin (El-Gogary et al., 2019), and cirsiliol (Al-

Shalabi et al., 2020), as well as other plant-derived bioactive compounds such as  curcumin 

(Klippstein et al., 2015) and thymoquinone (Sunoqrot et al., 2020). However, no such approach 

has been attempted to deliver MR.
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In this study, we set out to investigate whether entrapping MR in PLGA NPs could 

enhance its anti-inflammatory activity and bioavailability, since most of the reported MR 

nanoformulations focused on its anticancer activity, and the bioavailability of PLGA-based 

MR formulations has not been previously evaluated. MR was encapsulated in lipid core/PLGA 

shell NPs by nanoprecipitation. Following physicochemical characterization, the NPs were 

tested for in vitro antioxidant and anti-inflammatory activities and in vivo absorption after oral 

administration to healthy mice.

2. Experimental section

2.1 Materials

MR was obtained from TCI (Japan). PLGA (lactide/glycolide ratio of 50:50 and MW 

of 5−10 kDa) was obtained from Acros Organics (Fisher Scientific, USA). Span 80 and 2,2-

diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) were procured from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO), potassium bromide (KBr), acetone (absolute) and ethanol (absolute) were 

purchased from Fisher Chemical (UK). Capryol 90 (CP90) was a kind gift from Gattefossé 

(France). Olive oil (extra virgin) was purchased from a local supermarket (Jordan). Castor oil 

(BP) was obtained from Philadelphia Pharmaceuticals (Jordan). Tween 80 was obtained from 

RFCL Ltd (India). Phosphate buffered saline (PBS, 10×) was purchased from Fisher 

Bioreagents (Belgium). Lipopolysaccharide (LPS; E. coli O55:B5) was obtained from Santa 

Cruz Biotechnology Inc. (USA). Type 1 ultrapure water was used throughout the experiments. 

2.2 Encapsulation of MR in lipid core/PLGA shell NPs 

MR was encapsulated in PLGA NPs with a lipid core and a polymeric shell following 

a previously described method with some modification (Sunoqrot et al., 2020). First, the 

solubility of MR was tested in three different oils: olive oil, castor oil, and CP90. Fifty 

milligrams of MR were placed in a glass vial, to which 1 mL of each oil was added. The vials 
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were vortexed for 30 sec and then placed in an orbital shaking incubator (Biosan ES-20, Latvia) 

operating at room temperature and 200 rounds per minute (rpm). The samples were incubated 

for 24 h, after which the contents of each vial were transferred to 1.5 mL microtubes and 

centrifuged at 4000 × g for 5 min (Hermle Z326K centrifuge, Germany) to separate the 

undissolved solid. Then, a sample of each supernatant was diluted ten times in DMSO and the 

amount of MR dissolved in each oil was determined by UV-Vis (UV-1800, Shimadzu, Japan) 

based on a calibration curve of MR absorbance at 358 nm versus concentration. Having shown 

the highest solubilization capacity for MR, CP90 was chosen as the lipid core for the NPs. For 

the encapsulation of MR in the NPs, PLGA (25 mg) and MR (2.5 mg or 5 mg) were co-

dissolved in 5 mL of acetone/ethanol (60:40, v/v), to which CP90 (150 µL) and Span 80 (25 

mg) were added as the lipid core and the lipophilic surfactant, respectively. The organic phase 

was sonicated in a bath sonicator for 10 min. Meanwhile, the aqueous phase was prepared 

which consisted of 10 mL 0.2% Tween 80 in water as a hydrophilic surfactant. The organic 

phase was dropped into the aqueous phase under stirring (400 rpm), then the NP dispersion 

was stirred under ambient conditions overnight to allow for the evaporation of the organic 

solvents. The NPs were purified by ultrafiltration as previously described (Al-Shalabi et al., 

2020; Sunoqrot et al., 2020) and were stored at 4 ⁰C until further characterization.

2.3 Measurement of particle size and zeta potential 

Dynamic light scattering was employed to determine the particle size and polydispersity 

index (PDI) of MR NPs using a Nicomp® Nano Z3000 instrument (Entegris, USA). 

Measurements were conducted at 25 ⁰C and a scattering angle of 90⁰. Samples were diluted 

1:1 in ultrapure water prior to the measurements. Zeta potential measurements were acquired 

using the same instrument in the zeta potential mode. 
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2.4 Determination of encapsulation efficiency (EE)

To determine the encapsulation efficiency (EE) of MR, freshly purified NPs were 

diluted ten times in DMSO to dissolve all the NP ingredients. The total amount of MR within 

the NPs was determined by UV-Vis as described previously (Mondal et al., 2022). The UV 

absorbance of MR was measured at 358 nm (λmax for MR in DMSO), and the concentration of 

MR present in the NPs was extrapolated from a calibration curve of MR absorbance at 358 nm 

versus concentration. The concentration was multiplied by the total volume of the NP 

dispersion, giving the amount of encapsulated MR, then EE% was calculated according to 

Equation (1):

(1)Encapsulation efficiency  (EE%) =  
Actual amount of encapsulated drug

Initial amount of drug added × 100%

2.5 Fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy characterization

MR NPs were mixed with KBr and dried over night at 40 °C. The powder was then 

pressed into a pellet for FT-IR analysis. MR and PLGA (as powders) were prepared directly as 

KBr pellets. Spectra were acquired using an IR Affinity-1 spectrometer (Shimadzu, Japan).

2.6 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging

The NPs were visualized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to determine their 

morphology. Briefly, 10 µL of fresh NPs was placed on TEM grids and left for 1 min. The 

excess liquid was blotted with filter paper, and the grids were imaged as previously described 

(Sunoqrot et al., 2022).

2.7 In vitro release of MR from MR NPs

The release of MR from MR NPs was evaluated in PBS pH 7.4 to mimic physiologic 

conditions and in 0.1 N HCl to simulate the gastric environment. One milliliter of fresh MR 
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NPs was aliquoted in a dialysis membrane (12–14 kDa MWCO, Spectra/Por 2, Repligen, USA) 

in triplicate and immersed in 30 mL 0.1 N HCl or PBS supplemented with 0.5% w/v Tween 80 

to maintain sink conditions (Sunoqrot et al., 2020). Free MR (1 mL, 0.5 mg/mL in DMSO) was 

also tested for comparison. The samples were placed in an orbital shaking incubator (37 °C, 

100 rpm). At specific time intervals, samples of the release medium were withdrawn and 

exchanged with an equivalent volume of fresh release medium. The amount of drug released 

was determined by UV-Vis, and the release profile was plotted from the percentage ratio of the 

cumulative quantity of drug released at each time interval to the total amount of drug in the 

NPs versus time (h).

2.8 Antioxidant activity of MR NPs 

The antioxidant activity of MR NPs was determined by a DPPH assay and compared 

to the antioxidant activity of free MR. For the assay, serial dilutions (1.6–200.0 µg/mL) were 

prepared for each material in DMSO. Then, 200 µL of each dilution was mixed with 4 mL of 

DPPH (0.1 mM in ethanol). The samples were well mixed and incubated at room temperature 

in the dark for 30 min. The absorbance of the samples was then read at 517 nm. Antioxidant 

activity was calculated based on Equation (2):

Antioxidant activity (%) = [(ADMSO– Asample )/ADMSO] × 100% (2)

where Asample is the absorbance after incubating the sample with DPPH, and ADMSO is 

the absorbance of DMSO with DPPH (blank). The experiment was performed on three different 

NP batches and the results were reported as the mean ± SD. 

2.9 In vitro anti-inflammatory assay in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-stimulated RAW 264.7 

macrophages
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The RAW 264.7 cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC, USA) and maintained as described previously (Al-Shalabi et al., 2022). The anti-

inflammatory assay was conducted in lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-stimulated RAW 264.7 

macrophages by measuring the concentration of nitrite which corresponds to the concentration 

of nitric oxide (NO) released from the cells due to LPS-induced oxidative stress. For the 

experiment, cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 10,000 cells/well and allowed 

to attach overnight. The next day, the anti-inflammatory assay was conducted as previously 

described with some modification (Schmölz et al., 2017). Briefly, cells (n=5) were treated with 

0–50 µM free MR (from a 20 mg/mL stock solution in DMSO) or MR NPs diluted in 100 µL 

complete culture medium for 4 h (the concentration range was chosen so as to maintain at least 

80% cell viability). Blank NPs (without MR) were also included at equivalent concentrations 

to MR NPs. Then, the media was removed and replaced with fresh media containing 1 µg/mL 

LPS, and the cells were further incubated for 20 h (24 h total incubation time). Another group 

of cells remained untreated and was not stimulated with LPS to serve as the negative control. 

After the end of the incubation period, 50 µL from each well was transferred to a new 96-well 

plate, followed by adding 50 µL of the Griess reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) to each well. 

Sodium nitrite standards (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) were also prepared between 0–100 µM and 50 

µL of each standard was mixed with 50 µL of the Griess reagent in the same 96-well plate. 

After incubation for 10 min at room temperature in the dark, the absorbance of the plate was 

read at 540 nm (Synergy HTX multi-mode microplate reader, Biotek, USA). The amount of 

nitrite in the cell supernatants was calculated based on the calibration curve of the sodium 

nitrite standards’ absorbance at 540 nm versus concentration. The results were reported as the 

mean ± SD of the 5 replicate wells for each concentration.

2.10 In vivo bioavailability of MR NPs after oral administration
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The animal protocol for this study was authorized by the Animal Care and Use 

Committee of Al-Zaytoonah University of Jordan (decision no. 1/5/2021–2022), and was 

conducted in accordance with the Helsinki guidelines for animal research. Thirty-six male 

Balb/c mice (8–10 weeks old) were kept in plastic cages with free access to food and drink, 

and they were fasted overnight before the experiment. The mice were divided into two groups 

of 18 mice each. Animals in group 1 were administered a single dose of 20 mg/kg MR dissolved 

in a mixture of PEG 400 and ultrapure water (1:3 v/v) by oral gavage. Animals in group 2 were 

administered a single dose of 20 mg/kg of MR NPs in ultrapure water (equivalent dose to free 

MR) through oral gavage. At 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6 h after dose administration, 3 mice from 

each group were euthanized by diethyl ether and cervical dislocation, and blood was collected 

from the jugular vein into heparinized microtubes. Blood samples were kept at room 

temperature for 20 min and were then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 20 min. Five hundred 

microliters of plasma was collected from each sample and stored at −80 °C until further 

analysis. 

2.11 Determination of MR plasma levels via liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry 

(LC-MS/MS)

2.11.1 Instrumentation

The concentration of MR in plasma samples was analyzed based on a previously 

reported method (Choi et al., 2015). The separation was performed on an Agilent 1260 series 

LC system equipped with an autosampler and an in-line degasser, and coupled with an Applied 

Biosystems API 4000 mass spectrometer detector (Sciex, Canada). Samples (10 µL) were 

eluted on an Eclipse XDB C18 column (4.6 × 150 mm, 5 µm) using a mobile phase consisting 

of acetonitrile and water (50:50 v/v) with 0.1% formic acid delivered isocratically at a flow 

rate of 1 mL/min, and the column temperature was kept at 40 ⁰C. Mass spectra were acquired 
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by electrospray ionization in the positive mode. Quantification was performed using selected 

reaction monitoring (SRM) at m/z 301.1→151.0 for MR and m/z 364.0→223.0 for amoxicillin 

(internal standard). 

2.11.2 Preparation of calibration curve samples 

An MR stock solution was prepared by dissolving 5 mg MR in 50 mL methanol to 

obtain a final concentration of 0.1 mg/mL. The MR stock solution was serially diluted in the 

mobile phase to obtain MR standard solutions, which were then spiked into blank plasma from 

untreated mice to obtain the calibration curve samples with concentrations ranging between 

10–850 ng/mL.

2.11.3 Preparation of plasma samples

Seventy-five microliters of plasma were added to 400 µL methanol containing 20 µL of 

amoxicillin internal standard (150 µg/mL in methanol). After vortex-mixing for 1 min, the 

samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 3700 × g. The supernatant (10 µL) was then injected 

directly into the LC-MS/MS system. The concentration of MR in each sample was determined 

from the calibration curve standards and plotted against time (h) to obtain the plasma profile. 

Pharmacokinetic parameters (tmax and Cmax) were determined directly from the plasma 

concentration-time curves. The plasma half-life (t0.5) was obtained by fitting the elimination 

phase time points to the first-order equation (Log C = Log Cmax – kt/2.303), where t0.5 = 0.693/k. 

The area under the curve (AUC0tlast) for each group was calculated in GraphPad Prism 7. AUC 

values for the two groups were compared according to the Bailer method (Bailer, 1988) at an 

α = 0.05 and a Zcrit = 2.24. Zobs was calculated according to the Equation (3):

(3)𝑍𝑜𝑏𝑠 =
𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑀𝑅 ― 𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑀𝑅 𝑁𝑃𝑠

𝑠2𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑀𝑅 + 𝑠2𝐴𝑈𝐶𝑀𝑅 𝑁𝑃𝑠 

where the null hypothesis H0: AUCMR = AUCMR NPs would be rejected if |Zobs|  Zcrit. ≥
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2.12 Statistical analysis

All reported values represent the mean ± SD of at least three independent experiments. 

Unless otherwise indicated, means were compared by one-way or two-way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), followed by Tukey or Sidak’s multiple comparisons tests, respectively, where p < 

0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Preparation of MR-loaded NPs

MR was encapsulated in lipid core/PLGA shell NPs using the nanoprecipitation 

technique (Figure 1), which was employed due to its convenience and simplicity. The classic 

method leads to the formation of nanospheres where the loaded drug is entrapped within a 

homogenous polymer matrix as the organic phase is exchanged with the aqueous phase 

(Martínez Rivas et al., 2017). The method has been adapted to produce reservoir-type NPs with 

a core/shell architecture by incorporating oils in the organic phase and adding hydrophilic and 

lipophilic surfactants in the organic and aqueous phases, respectively (Mora-Huertas et al., 

2010). This approach has previously been shown to improve drug loading capacity for 

polymeric NPs compared to conventional matrix-type NPs (Sunoqrot et al., 2020). To choose 

a suitable lipid for NP preparation, the solubility of MR was assessed in three biocompatible 

oils: olive oil, castor oil (previously used by our group and others for the encapsulation of 

bioactive natural compounds in polymeric NPs), and CP90 (a lipophilic excipient used in oral 

lipid-based formulations). The solubility of MR in the three oils was in the order of: olive oil 

(practically insoluble) < castor oil (5.7 mg/mL) < CP90 (41.5 mg/mL). Based on these results, 

CP90 was used to form the lipid core of the NPs. 

The NPs were primarily characterized by particle size, polydispersity, and EE%. As 

noted in Table 1, when MR was added at 2.5 mg (10% of the polymer weight), MR NPs (F1) 

achieved a high EE of 82%. However, when the amount was increased to 5 mg (F2), EE 

decreased to 57%, implying that the loading capacity of the NPs had been exceeded. The two 

NP formulations were similar in terms of particle size, PDI, and zeta potential. F1 NPs were 

around 205 nm in size, whereas F2 NPs were slightly larger at 266 nm and more broadly 

distributed. Both formulations exhibited a PDI of around 0.30 which indicated moderate 

polydispersity. Surface charge as measured by the zeta potential was employed as an estimate 
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of the colloidal stability of MR NPs. The electrostatic repulsion between particles can have a 

significant impact on the stability of NPs in a colloidal dispersion. It is also a main factor 

responsible for their interaction with the cell membrane, which is typically negatively charged. 

The average zeta potential for MR NPs was almost neutral, most likely due to the persistence 

of nonionic surfactants (Span 80 and Tween 80) near the NP surface, which also can contribute 

to their colloidal stability, similar to previous results (Al-Shalabi et al., 2020; Sunoqrot et al., 

2020). Having shown a superior EE%, F1 NPs were selected for subsequent experiments.

Figure 1. Structures of MR and PLGA and an overview of MR NPs fabrication by 
nanoprecipitation to obtain NPs with an oil-filled core and a polymeric shell.

Table 1. Characteristics of MR-loaded NPs (mean ± SD; n=3).
Formula 

no.
MR 
(mg)

Particle size* 
(nm)

PDI Zeta-potential 
(mV)

EE%

F1 2.5 205 ± 42 0.33 ± 0.04 −1.5 ± 1.4 82 ± 8
F2 5.0 266 ± 109 0.28 ± 0.13 −0.9 ± 1.7 57 ± 8

* Intensity-weighted
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FT-IR was used to identify chemical functional groups in MR NPs compared to PLGA 

and MR powder. The FT-IR spectrum of free MR exhibited a broad 

O-H stretching band between 3000–3700 cm-1 corresponding to its polyphenolic structure 

(Figure 2A). PLGA showed several characteristic bands: C=O stretching at 1700 cm-1 

corresponding to the ester carbonyl groups, C-H stretching at 2900 cm-1 corresponding to the 

lactide/glycolide backbone, and weak O-H stretching at 3600 cm-1 corresponding to the 

terminal –OH groups. A broad O-H stretching band also appeared in the FT-IR spectrum of 

MR NPs between 3000–3700 cm-1, but it was lower in intensity compared to free MR, 

suggesting that MR was entrapped inside the PLGA NPs. The spectrum also revealed the C=O 

and C-H stretching bands of PLGA at 1700 and 2900 cm-1, respectively. Overall, the FT-IR 

spectrum of MR NPs did not reveal any incompatibilities between MR and PLGA as no new 

peaks appeared. The TEM image of MR NPs (F1) is presented in Figure 2B, where the NPs 

appeared as dark spheres surrounded by a lighter rim, consistent with their core/shell structure. 

Finger 2. (A) FT-IR spectra of MR, PLGA and MR NPs (F1); (B) TEM image of MR NPs (F1).
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3.2 In vitro release of MR from MR-loaded NPs

MR release from the NPs was studied in PBS (pH 7.4) and in 0.1 N HCl at 37 °C up to 

96 h. Samples were withdrawn at different time intervals to determine the cumulative amount 

of MR released over time (Figure 3A). Free MR was released from the dialysis membrane 

relatively quickly regardless of the pH of the release medium, reaching 92 and 100% release 

within 8 and 24 h, respectively. On the other hand, the release profile of MR NPs in the two 

media was biphasic, with a steady increase in cumulative drug release within the first 8 h and 

a slower release pattern up to 96 h. Release in 0.1 N HCl was relatively slower that in PBS, 

with 5% cumulative release after 1 h, increasing to 20% and 36% after 4 and 8 h, respectively. 

By 24 h, around 61% was released, and release was completed by 96 h. As for release at neutral 

pH, around 18% of MR was released after 1 h of incubation, which gradually increased to 58% 

and 84% after 4 and 8 h, respectively. By 24 h, MR achieved 92% cumulative release, and 

reached 99% by 96 h of incubation. Although release in PBS was faster than in 0.1 N HCl for 

MR NPs, it was significantly slower than the diffusion of the free drug within the first 24 h 

(Figure 3B), confirming the sustained release characteristics of the formulation. In addition, 

the slow drug release in the acidic medium simulating the gastric environment will ensure that 

sufficient drug is available for intestinal absorption in vivo. Drug release could be explained by 

drug diffusion across the oil core through the polymer shell and concurrent polymer erosion 

(Kamaly et al., 2016). The results were in agreement with previous findings where hydrophobic 

drugs such as thymoquinone and baicalin were each encapsulated within NPs with an oil-filled 

core and a polymeric shell and exhibited similar release kinetics (El-Gogary et al., 2019; 

Sunoqrot et al., 2020).
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Figure 3. In vitro release of MR from NPs studied in PBS pH 7.4 and 0.1 N HCl at 37°C. 
Free MR was added for comparison. (A) Release profiles up to 96 h; (B) Enlarged release 

profiles during the first 24 h. Results are expressed as the average % cumulative release ± SD 
(n=3) versus time (h). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, and ****p < 0.0001 compared to 

free MR in PBS pH 7.4 based on one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple 
comparisons test.

3.3 Antioxidant activity of MR NPs

Like other molecules in its class, MR is known to possess prominent antioxidant 

activity due to its ability to scavenge reactive species and neutralize free radicals by virtue of 

its highly conjugated aromatic structure and the presence of multiple hydroxyl groups (Caselli 

et al., 2016; Marković et al., 2012). To determine whether the encapsulation of MR could 

preserve its antioxidant activity, a DPPH assay was conducted on MR-loaded NPs and free MR 

in parallel, by monitoring the absorbance of the DPPH radical. The assay works on the principle 

that a substance with antioxidant activity will transfer an electron to quench the DPPH radical, 

resulting in a decrease in absorbance at 517 nm (λmax for the DPPH radical). Thus, the decrease 

in the DPPH radical absorbance, which is relative to the quantity of antioxidant, is used as an 

indication of radical scavenging activity. Figure 4 shows the % antioxidant activity of different 

concentrations of free MR and MR NPs (1.6–200.0 µg/mL). The results showed no significant 

difference between the two forms, indicating that MR NPs have similar antioxidant activity 

compared to the free drug, and that the encapsulation process did not compromise MR’s free 

radical scavenging activity. The results are consistent with a previous report where the 
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bioactive plant polyphenol cirsiliol was formulated in lipid-cored polymeric NPs which 

preserved its antioxidant activity (Al-Shalabi et al., 2020).

Figure 4. Antioxidant activity of MR NPs compared to free MR by the DPPH assay. Results 
are expressed as the % DPPH radical scavenging activity versus MR concentration (µg/mL) 

(n=3). Results were compared by unpaired t-test which found no significant differences 
between the two groups at all the tested concentrations.

3.4 In vitro anti-inflammatory activity of MR NPs

The anti-inflammatory activity of MR NPs was evaluated using RAW 264.7 

macrophages stimulated with LPS. The activity was determined based on the concentration of 

nitrite released from the cells, which can be conveniently detected by the Griess reagent. Cells 

were treated with different concentrations of MR NPs and equivalent concentrations of free 

MR for 4 h, followed by stimulation with LPS for 20 h before measuring nitrite levels (Schmölz 

et al., 2017). As shown in Figure 5, LPS caused a significant increase in nitrite concentration 

in untreated cells. Free MR had no effect on reducing nitrite levels at all the tested 

concentrations (6.25–50 µM). However, MR NPs showed a significant reduction in nitrite 

levels starting from the lowest concentration (6.25 µM). In fact, the nitrite concentration in 

cells treated with MR NPs was similar to the control (unstimulated cells). We noticed that the 

highest concentration of MR NPs (50 µM) started to show an increase in nitrite concentration, 
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which may be due to increased oxidative stress caused by the high polymer mass. However, 

the nitrite concentration was not significantly different from the control (unstimulated cells) 

and from the blank NPs. The difference between free MR and MR NPs is most likely because 

of the enhanced intracellular delivery of MR NPs compared to free MR due to its low water 

solubility. Similar results were observed for rhoifolin, a bioactive plant polyphenol with potent 

antioxidant activity, where rhoifolin-entrapped PLGA NPs of similar size and morphology to 

MR NPs significantly improved its intracellular antioxidant activity by facilitating its cellular 

uptake (Al-Shalabi et al., 2022). Another study reported that rutin loaded in liquid crystalline 

NPs around 200 nm in diameter and with a spherical morphology reduced the inflammatory 

response to LPS in human bronchial epithelial cells more effectively than the free compound, 

most likely by promoting its cellular uptake (Paudel et al., 2020).

Figure 5. Anti-inflammatory activity of MR and MR NPs in LPS-stimulated RAW 264.7 
macrophages indicated by measuring nitrite concentration in the cell culture medium of 

treated cells. Blank NPs were added for comparison. ****p < 0.0001 compared to the control 
(unstimulated cells), ####p < 0.0001 compared to free MR and blank NPs, and $p < 0.05 

compared to blank NPs based on 2-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons 
test (n=5).

3.5 In vivo bioavailability of MR NPs after oral administration 

MR is reported to have an absolute oral bioavailability of less than 1% (Zhang et al., 

2011), which is largely attributed to its poor aqueous solubility. Nanotechnology-based 
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delivery systems have the potential to enhance drug delivery through the oral route, especially 

for drugs suffering from low solubility. Having shown potent anti-inflammatory activity in 

vitro, MR NPs were considered as a promising formulation to test in vivo to investigate the 

potential enhancement in oral bioavailability, since the oral route is the most convenient route 

of administration. In a pilot pharmacokinetic study, animals were given MR NPs or free MR 

as a single oral dose of 20 mg/kg. Each time point, 3 animals from each group were euthanized 

and their plasma was collected to analyze the concentration of MR by LC-MS/MS. Plasma 

concentrations versus time for the two groups were plotted and analyzed by GraphPad Prism 7 

to calculate the pharmacokinetic parameters such as Cmax (highest concentration of drug in the 

blood after it is given), tmax (the time takes for the drug to reach the Cmax), t0.5 (time required 

for the plasma concentration to decrease by 50%), and AUC0tlast (area under the plasma 

concentration-time curve from t = 0 till t = 6 h). As shown in Figure 6 and Table 2, free MR 

achieved a Cmax of 2667 ng/mL at 0.25 h (15 min) post administration. On the other hand, MR 

NPs started appearing in the plasma at 0.25 h. Nonetheless, the NPs were able to achieve a 

higher Cmax of 4157 ng/mL at 0.5 h. This delay may be attributed to the slower absorption of 

the NPs compared to the free drug in the gastrointestinal tract. The higher Cmax is likely due to 

the enhanced solubility and permeability of MR by the NPs. 

After reaching the Cmax, plasma levels of free MR immediately started to decrease, 

reaching the lowest value of 39 ng/mL after 6 h. As for the NPs, the plasma concentration 

decreased at a slower rate. Even after 6 h, the concentration was still high at 809 ng/mL. As a 

result, t0.5 for MR NPs was prolonged to 0.98 h compared to 0.13 h for free MR. The AUC0tlast 

of MR NPs was significantly greater than that obtained for free MR as confirmed by the 

Bailer’s AUC equality test (|Zobs| > Zcrit). As shown in Table 2, the AUC for MR NPs was 5.6 

times greater than free MR (p < 0.05 based on unpaired t-test). Collectively, these results 

indicate that the NP formulation could significantly improve the extent of drug absorption and 
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prolong the duration the drug remains in the blood. Interestingly, a similar NP formulation was 

used to load thymoquinone, and the NPs showed only 30% improvement in oral bioavailability 

compared to the free drug. In addition, the half-lives for free thymoquinone and the NP form 

were similar (Sunoqrot et al., 2020). Here we saw a more significant enhancement in 

bioavailability and prolongation of the half-life, which may be due to sustained release of the 

drug from the NPs, as well as the enhanced solubility and permeability. The results were 

consistent with previous findings related to MR (Choi et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2011) and other 

plant polyphenols such as quercetin (Penalva et al., 2017) and curcumin (Ban et al., 2020) when 

formulated in various nanocarriers.

Figure 6. (A) Plasma concentrations versus time profiles of MR following oral 
administration to mice as free MR or MR NPs at 20 mg/kg (n=3); (B) The same plasma 

concentrations versus time profiles plotted on a logarithmic y-scale to highlight the 
elimination phase.

Table 2. Pharmacokinetic parameters after oral administration of 20 mg/kg free MR and MR 
NPs to mice. Results are reported as the mean ± SD (n=3). 
Parameter MR MR NPs
Cmax (ng/mL) 2667 ± 543 4157 ± 2081
tmax (h) 0.25 0.5
t0.5 (h) 0.13 0.98
AUC0tlast 
(ng.h/mL)

 1294 ± 331 7306* ± 1609

*Denotes statistical significance (p < 0.05) based on unpaired t-test.
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MR has not been extensively evaluated in vivo. Only a few studies mention applying 

MR in animals, because it suffers from low bioavailability orally. Most studies have used 

intravenous (IV) administration, for example to evaluate the cancer targeting ability of MR 

NPs (Abbad et al., 2015) and for hyperuricemia treatment (Li et al., 2018). Another study used 

gold NPs-loaded MR liposomes but the nanocarrier in this case was not 100% biodegradable 

(Ding et al., 2020). Other reports have used formulations such as surfactant micelles composed 

of Pluronic F127 and Tween 80 (Choi et al., 2015) and phospholipid nanoemulsions (Zhang et 

al., 2011) for oral administration. In our study, we developed NPs using the biodegradable 

polymer PLGA and biocompatible components, achieving sustained release and improved oral 

absorption, which can be advantageous to benefit from MR’s bioactivity, for example in 

inflammatory conditions.
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4. Conclusions 

Herein we encapsulated MR in lipid core/PLGA shell NPs by the nanoprecipitation 

method. The NPs achieved an EE of 82%, a particle size around 200 nm with good 

polydispersity, and an almost neutral surface charge. The NPs were further characterized by 

FT-IR and in vitro release. The release was sustained during the first 8 h and completed by 96 

h. In vitro antioxidant activity showed that the encapsulation of MR did not significantly affect 

its free radical scavenging activity. In vitro anti-inflammatory activity in LPS-stimulated 

macrophages revealed that the MR NPs were superior to free MR in reducing the inflammatory 

response. A pilot in vivo pharmacokinetic study was conducted in mice to examine the 

bioavailability of MR NPs after a single oral dose. The study highlighted the superior 

performance of the NP formulation which achieved a dramatic improvement in bioavailability 

and a prolongation of the plasma half-life compared to the free drug. Altogether, our results 

present a promising nanotechnology-based formulation strategy that not only can potentiate the 

activity of MR but also facilitate its oral administration. 
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